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Group-buying, a new transaction mode- business to team (B2T) appearing 
after the traditional business to business (B2B), business to customer (B2C) and 
customer to customer (C2C) mode, benefits the customer significantly.  
Recently, various kinds of group-buying websites have emerged in cities at a 
surprisingly rate in China. However, there is a number of legal problems 
existing in group-buying on account of imperfection of the system and lacking 
of supervision. The core part of group-buying is payment which links the entity 
transaction and virtual transaction. This thesis mainly focuses on the third party 
e-payment mode, a new form of electronic payment system via third party 
e-payment platform. The remarkable charm of the third party e-payment leads 
to legal issues which cannot be ignored. The relative legal risks relate to legal 
status, business scope and distribution of legal responsibilities. This paper sets 
out from the payment part. By analyzing the legal relationship of the third party 
e-payment platform, it reflects on the current legal problems and proposes its 
suggestions. This paper can be divided into five parts, 
The first chapter is the introduction about the group-buying transaction and 
electronic payment mode of which the feature and background of third party 
payment are the main parts. 
The second chapter is to analyze the legal relationship of the third party 
e-payment platform through the transaction process. By analyzing its subject 
and object, this chapter emphasize on the legal relationship and the 
corresponding rights and obligations. 
Followed by the second chapter, the third chapter illustrates the related risks 
intrigued by the third party e-payment platform including financial risks and legal 
risks. The relative legal risks are involved in the uncertain of its legal status, business 
















The forth chapter compared foreign representative regulations with current 
legislations of our country. The legal attitude towards third party e-payment 
between The United States and The European Union differentiates greatly,thus, 
they are considered to be typical examples referenced by our country.  
The last chapter interprets on how to perfect the regulation of the third 
party e-payment platform according to our realistic conditions based on 
demonstration of thereinbefore. Finally, this paper submits the conclusion and 
suggestion, hoping that China’s legislation and supervision agencies may 
establish a much more scientific and perfect supervision environment to ensure 
the healthy, stable and highly efficient development of network third party 
payment. 
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中国第三方支付行业黄金时代的到来源于多项监管法规的相继颁布和
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